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Tools Required

Pattern on last page of these instructions
Sewing machine – straight stitch
Size 90 or 100 machine needle
Rotary cutting supplies

Mat
Rotary Cutter (I use 45mm)
Acrylic Ruler 

Tread in neutral shade appropriate to fabrics. The lighter 
the fabrics the lighter the fabric the lighter the 
thread. If using darks and lights use something in 
the middle.

Neutral colors are tans, grays, & creams 
Seam ripper
Small scissors
Straight pins (flat or small heads) 
Iron and ironing surface
Removable tape
Thin piece of straight-edged cardboard 

Helpful tools, optional
Mini iron and stand, instead of regular iron
Open-toed sewing machine foot
Walking foot for sewing machine
Glue stick, such as a child uses in school

Materials for one 7” Block

An area is the space that has one number and is covered 
by one piece of fabric.

Using the diagram on the right 
A-1 refers to Unit A, Area 1; B-6 is Unit B, Area 6

Blue Areas A-2, A-4, A-6, B-3, B-5, B-7, C-5, D-2
Cut 4 squares 3 1/2 inches or cm
Cut each in half diagonally creating 8 triangles

Red A-3, A-5, A-7, B-2, B-4, B-6, C-2, D-5
Cut 4 squares 3 1/2 inches or cm
Cut each in half diagonally creating 8 triangles

White 
Squares Areas C-1, C-6, D-1, D-6

Cut 4 - 2 1/2 
Triangles Areas A-1, A-8, B-1, B-8
C-3, C-4, D-3, D-4

Cut 4 squares 3 1/2 inches or cm
Cut each in half diagonally creating 8 triangles
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Steps for Success with this Pattern

1. print your pattern see printing instructions
2. Trim your pattern to 1/2 inch from seam line. 
3. Assemble all your tools near your work area. 
4. Cut and label your pieces. Pieces are oversized to make piecing easier.
5. Piece using a step by step approach. Do the same step on each of your patterns then move to the next step.

Printing Instructions

1. Open Pdf file to pattern page

2. Click on the printer icon in the top left. If Icon doesn’t show, click on file then print
3.  The screen shown will pop up. 
4. Make sure scaling is set to none and your printer is set to print at 100%, see your printer manual.
5. Click OK
6. Measure the printed pattern to be sure pattern is correct size. Measurements are noted on pattern.

If you don’t have a printer or yours doesn’t produce the correct size, take file to a copy shop.

Unit Piecing Instructions

1. Trim extra paper away from pattern leaving 1/4 inch past the seam line noted on pattern you should be cutting 
exactly on the dotted cutting line noted on pattern. When block is complete, any fabrics that hang over the edge of 
the paper will be trimmed to this cutting line. This pattern has 4 units that you piece seperately and then join 
together to make one block. The units are labeled A through D on the pattern.

Seam line is red in picture under number on ruller.
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Trimming the pattern before piecing 1

2. Turn pattern printed side down

3. Dab a bit of glue on Unit 1

4. Place piece 1 on top of glue, right side up.

5. Hold pattern up to light source with fabric away from you. Does fabric cover all of Unit 1 with at least ¼ inch 
overlapping into all adjoining Units? If not reposition.

6. When piece 1 is positioned to your satisfaction, lay pattern with fabric attached on cutting surface with printed side 
up and fabric face down against cutting surface.

7. Place straight edge of thin cardboard along stitching line between pieces 1 and 2. 

8. Fold back pattern along straight edge of cardboard. 
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Folding back the paper right handed                                      folding back the paper left handed

It looks backwards, but you’re going to trim so you hold with your opposite hand from your dominant one.

9. Align ¼ mark on ruler on fold of paper 

                      

10. Trim away excess fabric extending beyond ruler edge. 

11. Turn pattern and fabric over so that piece 1 is up.

12. Align fabric piece for area 2, right sides together on top of piece 1, align edge of piece 2 with the just trimmed edge 
of piece 1. Hint if adding a lighter fabric on a darker fabric, push edge slightly past the edge of fabric one so that the 
entire trimmed edge is covered by piece the new piece. This ensures there are at least 2 thicknesses of the lighter 
fabric and reducing the possibility of show through of the darker fabric. The pieces are oversized, to give you 
enough room to do this. Mind you it’s just a hair over, not a lot.

13. Pin in place.
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14. Turn over and place carefully under the presser foot, being careful that all fabrics lay flat and smooth.

15. Using a short stitch 1.4 on a computerized model or 12-15 stitches per inch on other models.

16. Begin stitching 2 or 3 stitches before the line starts and continue 2 or 3 after it ends; stitching directly on top of the 
line between pieces 1 and 2. Then stitch again on line between pieces 1 and 3.

17. On pressing surface press newest fabric open. Check that it covers the entire area it should. Press well

                                          

18. Repeat steps 7 through 17 until all pieces in a Unit are attached
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19. Turn unit, fabric side down on cutting board.

20. Trim all around block cutting away paper and fabric, trimming along outer most line.

21. If joining to other blocks or units retain paper. Use inner line that goes all the way around the block as the seam 
line. It’s marked on pattern.

Joining the Units or the blocks

I’m detailing joining the Units of any block with more than one Unit, but the same technique works for joining blocks as 
well. So when I write Unit I also mean block.

1. Align Unit to the adjoining Unit right sides together.

2. For this pattern use the picture of the blocks as your guide. 

3. On the side that is to be stitched, push a pin straight through the top pattern at a point where an interior seam line 
intersects the outer seam line, then into the matching seam line point on the bottom Unit, sort of like pushing them 
into a pin cushion. I call these ‘stab pins.’ Do this for all seams that need to match on the entire Unit and at the top 
and bottom of the Units.

4. Now carefully so as not to shift the layers keeping the stab pins straight, place pins from the side across the seam 
line.

5. Using a long stitch, baste the Units together.

6. Turn Units over and inspect the other side. Stitching should be right on the line like it is on top.

7. Open the Units and inspect the alignment of the intersecting seam lines. They should intersect in a + pattern with all 
seams seeming to flow from one Unit to another. 

8. If necessary from inspections in steps 6 and/or 7, remove basting from all or part of basting line. Pin, and then 
baste again. Use the removable tape so that the seam line remains intact. To use the removable tape, place tape 
over stitching on paper. Remove thread from fabric side. Remove any remaining pieces of thread, attach new tape 
if seam allowance wants to part from pattern.

9. When the join is to your liking reset to the shortened stitch length as when piecing and stitch seam a final time.

10. Press seam line to one side. I

11. Join the rest of the Units

12. Press entire block. 

13. DO NOT REMOVE PAPER unless you are using only one block to make a candle mat and you are not adding a 
border to make it bigger..

For joining of blocks only

Alternate the direction of pressed seams where joins will cross or press seams open. In this pattern press seams in top and 
bottom rows towards the block just added. In the middle row press them towards the beginning of row block.

If you’re going to use this block and make a larger item then a candle mat and join it to other blocks, leave the paper on 
until all the blocks are joined.

Add any optional borders.

Remove paper

Sandwich and quilt.
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e

This darker line 
measure 7” Top to 

bottom

This line measurs 
1 3/4 inches
side to side

Seam Lines
Cutting Lines
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